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Applique-Faux-Leather-Bookmark-4x4 
Instructions 

 

 
Filename:  NLSEE2432-4x4 
Stitch Count:  2708 
Size:  3.44 x 3.52 inches 
          83.36 x 89.28 mm  

 

                          

                         

                        Materials/Cutting Chart 

Materials Size & Number of Cuts 

Faux Leather 2 cuts at 4.5 x 2.25 inches 

Threads Choice of colors 

Tear-Away Stabilizer Enough for a 4 x 4 inch embroidery hoop 

                       

                       

                          The Color Sequence Chart below will be referenced throughout these instructions. 
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1. Cut faux leather pieces as indicated in Materials/Cutting 
Chart on page 1. 

2. Transfer design (NLSEE2432-4x4) to embroidery 
machine. 

 

 

3. Hoop tear-away stabilizer in 4x4 inch embroidery hoop 
and attach to machine. 

 

4. Change needle thread to color of leather and use white 
bobbin thread. 

5. Sew #1 in the Color Sequence Chart.  These stitches will 
create the placement stitches. 
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6. Remove hoop from machine, place on a flat surface and 
place one of the faux leather pieces over the placement 
stitches. 

7. Use tape at the top and bottom to hold the piece in 
place. 

 

8. Return hoop to machine and sew #2 in the Color 
Sequence Chart.  These stitches will attach the faux 
leather piece to the stabilizer. 

 

9. Change needle thread to the color you wish for the text 
and book.  Leave bobbin thread white. 

10. Sew #3 in the Color Sequence Chart.  These stitches will 
create the text and book of the design. 
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11. Change needle thread to red-or what ever color you wish 
for the heart and sew #4 in the Color Sequence Chart.  
These stitches will create the heart. 

 

12. Remove hoop from machine, place upside down on a flat 
surface, and trim all thread tails. 

 

13. Place the second piece of faux leather over the back of 
the hoop-line it up with the front piece and tape all four 
corners of the piece to hold in place. 
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14. Change needle and bobbin thread to the color you want 
for the outside border. 

15. Return hoop to machine and sew #5 in the Color 
Sequence Chart.  These stitches will attach the back 
piece to the project. 

 

16. Sew #6 in the Color Sequence Chart.  These stitches will 
create the motif border around the bookmark. 

 

17. Remove hoop from machine and trim all loose threads 
from front and back. 

18. Remove project from hoop and trim away excess 
stabilizer from around the bookmark. 
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19. Using pinking sheers (or regular scissors if you don’t have 
pinking sheers) cut about 1/4 inch away from the border-
around all four sides of the bookmark. 

 

20. Your bookmark is finished and ready to use.  

 


